GAMES TIMES AND DATE SUBJECT TO CHANGE:

PPC TOURNAMENT
GIRLS 5TH & 6TH

1-SEED EAST LYME-A

2/24 6:00PM
FINAL-4

4-SEED LEDYARD

2/21 7:00PM
4-SEED LEDYARD

5-SEED MASHANTUCKET

3/5 9:00AM
PPC CHAMPIONSHIP

1-SEED EAST LYME-A

3-SEED ANDOVER

2/21 6:00PM
3-SEED ANDOVER

6-SEED EAST LYME-B

2/23 7:00PM
FINAL-4

2-SEED GROTON

2-SEED GROTON
GAMES TIMES AND DATE SUBJECT TO CHANGE:

PPC TOURNAMENT
GIRLS 7TH

1-SEED COLUMBIA

2/24 7:00PM
FINAL-4

1-SEED COLUMBIA

4-SEED DANI ELSON

2/21 8:00PM

5-SEED EAST LYME

5-SEED EAST LYME-B

3/5 11:30AM
PPC CHAMPIONSHIP

2-SEED NEW LONDON

2-SEED NEW LONDON

2/23 6:00PM
FINAL-4

2-SEED NEW LONDON

3-SEED WATERFORD
GAMES TIMES AND DATE SUBJECT TO CHANGE:

PPC TOURNAMENT
GIRLS 8TH

1-SEED MASHANTUCKET

2/25 1:00PM FINAL-4

4-SEED MADISON

2/23 8:00PM

5-SEED EAST LYME-A

3/5 12:45PM PPC CHAMPIONSHIP

1-SEED MASHANTUCKET

2-SEED MYSTIC

2/24 8:00PM FINAL-4

3-SEED GRISWOLD
GAMES TIMES AND DATE SUBJECT TO CHANGE:

PPC TOURNAMENT
BOYS 4TH

1-SEED NEW LONDON

3/ 4 10:00AM
FINAL-4

4-SEED GRISWOLD

2/ 25 8:00PM

5-SEED EAST LYME

5-SEED EAST LYME

3-SEED MANCHESTER

3/ 4 9:00AM
FINAL-4

2-SEED MASHANTUCKET

1-SEED NEW LONDON

3/ 5 10:15AM
PPC CHAMPIONSHIP

1-SEED NEW LONDON

2-SEED MASHANTUCKET
GAMES TIMES AND DATE SUBJECT TO CHANGE:

PPC TOURNAMENT
BOYS 5TH

1-SEED MASHANTUCKET-BLUE

2/26 12:00PM
2/25 5:00PM
8-SEED GRI SWOLD
8-SEED GRI SWOLD
9-SEED COLCHESTER

1-SEED MASHANTUCKET-BLUE

3/4 11:00AM
FINAL-4
4-SEED MANCHESTER

1-SEED MASHANTUCKET-BLUE

3/5 2:00PM
PPC CHAMPIONSHIP

2-SEED NEW LONDON

2/26 11:00AM
2/25 1:00PM
7-SEED GROTON
7-SEED GROTON
10-SEED WATERFORD

2-SEED NEW LONDON

3/2 8:00PM
FINAL-4
3-SEED WINDHAM

2-SEED NEW LONDON

3-SEED WINDHAM

6-SEED MASHANTUCKET-WHITE
GAMES TIMES AND DATE SUBJECT TO CHANGE:

PPC TOURNAMENT
BOYS 6TH

1-SEED GROTON
2/26 4:00PM
8-SEED WESTERLY, RI
2/25 3:00PM
9-SEED GROTON
8-SEED WESTERLY, RI
3/2 7:00PM
4-SEED WINDHAM

4-SEED WINDHAM
2/26 1:00PM
5-SEED MANCHESTER

3/5 3:15PM
PPC CHAMPIONSHIP

3-SEED NEW LONDON
3/2 6:00PM
3-SEED NEW LONDON

3-SEED NEW LONDON
2/26 2:00PM
3-SEED NEW LONDON

2-SEED EAST LYME
2/25 4:00PM
7-SEED STONINGTON
10-SEED ANDOVER

2-SEED EAST LYME
2/26 3:00PM
7-SEED STONINGTON

4-SEED WINDHAM

4-SEED WINDHAM

4-SEED WINDHAM

6-SEED MASHANTUCKET
2/25 2:00PM
11-SEED GUILFORD
GAMES TIMES AND DATE SUBJECT TO CHANGE:

PPC TOURNAMENT
BOYS 7TH

1-SEED MASHANTUCKET
2/28 8:00PM
1-SEED MASHANTUCKET
8-SEED DANI ELSON
2/25 7:00PM
9-SEED COLCHESTER

9-SEED COLCHESTER

4-SEED WESTERLY, RI
3/3 8:00PM
4-SEED WESTERLY, RI

5-SEED WATERFORD

2-SEED COLUMBIA
2/26 5:00PM
2-SEED COLUMBIA

7-SEED GROTON

3-SEED NEW LONDON
2/28 6:00PM
3-SEED NEW LONDON

6-SEED EAST LYME

3/4 1:00PM FINAL-4
1-SEED MASHANTUCKET

3/5 4:30PM PPC CHAMPIONSHIP
1-SEED MASHANTUCKET

3/4 12:00PM FINAL-4
2-SEED COLUMBIA

1-SEED MASHANTUCKET

3/4 1:00PM FINAL-4
1-SEED MASHANTUCKET

8-SEED DANI ELSON
2/25 7:00PM
9-SEED COLCHESTER

9-SEED COLCHESTER

4-SEED WESTERLY, RI
3/3 8:00PM
4-SEED WESTERLY, RI

5-SEED WATERFORD

2-SEED COLUMBIA
2/26 5:00PM
2-SEED COLUMBIA

7-SEED GROTON

3-SEED NEW LONDON
2/28 6:00PM
3-SEED NEW LONDON

6-SEED EAST LYME

3/4 1:00PM FINAL-4
1-SEED MASHANTUCKET

3/5 4:30PM PPC CHAMPIONSHIP
1-SEED MASHANTUCKET

3/4 12:00PM FINAL-4
2-SEED COLUMBIA

1-SEED MASHANTUCKET

8-SEED DANI ELSON
2/25 7:00PM
9-SEED COLCHESTER

9-SEED COLCHESTER

4-SEED WESTERLY, RI
3/3 8:00PM
4-SEED WESTERLY, RI

5-SEED WATERFORD

2-SEED COLUMBIA
2/26 5:00PM
2-SEED COLUMBIA

7-SEED GROTON

3-SEED NEW LONDON
2/28 6:00PM
3-SEED NEW LONDON

6-SEED EAST LYME
GAMES TIMES AND DATE SUBJECT TO CHANGE:

PPC TOURNAMENT
BOYS 8TH

1-SEED MASHANTUCKET

8-SEED WINDHAM
2/25 12:00PM
9-SEED COLCHESTER

8-SEED WINDHAM

3/3 7:00PM
FINAL-4

1-SEED MASHANTUCKET

4-SEED WESTERLY, RI

2/26 8:00PM

5-SEED EAST LYME
2/25 12:00PM
5-SEED EAST LYME
12-SEED STONINGTON

5-SEED EAST LYME

3/5 5:45PM
PPC CHAMPIONSHIP

1-SEED MASHANTUCKET

2-SEED NORWICH

7-SEED COLUMBIA
2/25 6:00PM
10-SEED WATERFORD

7-SEED COLUMBIA

3/3 6:00PM
FINAL-4

7-SEED COLUMBIA

3-SEED NEW LONDON

6-SEED GROTON CITY
2/25 11:00AM
11-SEED GROTON

6-SEED GROTON CITY

2/26 7:00PM
PPC 2017 AWARDS BANQUET
Friday March 17, 2017
Foxwoods Resort Casino
Premier Ballroom 5:30pm-8:30pm
All PPC PLAYERS FREE ADMISSION, GENERAL PUBLIC TICKETS $20
TICKETS GO ON SALE FEB-20 - MARCH-13
ORDER THROUGH PPC WEBSITE ppc.mptn-nsn.gov banquet info page or http://webtixs.foxwoods.com/entertainment/?key=6-GT&ec=EFP0317&autosearch=1&hidecriteria=1

Master of Ceremonies: Ashon “Chewy” Avent

GUEST SPEAKER, UCONN GREAT: Morgan Tuck

Slowed by injury during her freshman year and was forced to miss all but eight games of the 2013-14 campaign due to knee surgery. Was granted a medical redshirt following her sophomore year and put the injuries behind her with a standout redshirt-sophomore campaign in 2014-15 ... Earned mention as an All-American by the WBCA and was a second-team All-America selection by the Associated Press following the 2015-16 season ... Played in all but five games during her final year at UConn and finished her career in 34th on UConn’s all-time scoring list with 1,298 career points ... A two-time selection to the All-American Athletic Conference First Team, the Bolingbrook, Ill. native led the league and finished fifth nationally with a 59.6 percent field goal shooting effort during her junior year ... Saved some of the best play of her career for when it mattered most as she earned a spot on the All-Albany Regional and All-NCAA Tournament teams in 2015 and garnered All-Bridgeport Regional and All-NCAA Tournament team status during UConn’s run to its fourth-straight national championship in 2016. Averaged 19.0 points, 6.0 rebounds and 4.5 assists per game while shooting 56.8 percent from the field and 41.7 percent from long-range during the Huskies’ six NCAA Tournament games in 2016.

ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT AWARDS, PLEASE SUBMIT NOMINEE NAME, ACADEMIC & ACHIEVEMENTS DOCUMENTS TO wreels@mptn.org
PPC Board will be accepting nominee’s & documents from February 6- March 3.

AWARDS TO BE PRESENTED
All participants will receive award/Academic Achievement / All-Academic Team / Tournament Champions / All-Tournament Team / Tournament MOP /All-Star Game MOP / PPC Top Point Guard “Summit Award” / All-Conference Team / PPC League Champions / PPC Player of the year / PPC Coach of the year. Over 1,200 awards will be presented.
Banquet slideshow: If you would like your pictures in the banquet slideshow please send pictures of 2016-17 (PPC games only) by March-6 to wreels@mptn.org

**Traditional Banquet Menu**
House Salad with Choice of Ranch or House Dressing  
House Made Meatballs and Spaghetti  
Choice of Marinara or Alfredo  
Fresh Baked Bread and Whipped Butter  
**Gluten Free Meal available with one week notice**  
Contact for gluten free meals: Ashley Medeiros AKMedeiros@foxwoods.com  
**Individually Portioned Cakes:**  
Triple Chocolate Cake and Coconut Cream Cake.  
**NOTE: DESSERTS DO HAVE NUT INGREDIENTS:** Fruit plates will be provided with one week’s notice  
Contact: Ashley Medeiros AKMedeiros@foxwoods.com

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AGENDA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4:00pm - Ticket booth Open’s, outside of ballroom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:30PM - DOORS open and Dinner Begins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:30pm - 6:30pm: Slideshow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:30pm to 8:30pm: Awards Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:00pm - Dinner Ends</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Assorted Soda’s & Cash Bar

OVER 1,400 IN ATTENDANCE LAST YEAR